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SUMMARY

In microextrusion-based 3D bioprinting, shaping gel fibers online, i.e., in narrow
tubes, benefits the structuralmaintenance after extrusion, but it is challenging for
materials possessing slow sol-gel transition dynamics. Gelatin, for example, trans-
forms into thermostable fibers via transglutaminase (TG) reaction in as much as
10 min. It causes dramatic flow resistance accumulation and shear stress increase
in fluids moving along narrow tubes, resulting in channel clogging and cell detri-
ments. In this study, we overcome the limitations by adopting cascade pumping
and performing in a single peristaltic pump that comprisesmulti-channel pumping
units. The pressure and shear stress reduction by over 1-fold are verified by finite
element simulation; continuous gelatin fiber production and patterning in a sub-
strate-free manner are achieved via slow online enzymatic cross-linking. The on-
line fiber shaping can be scaled up by numbering up the pumping units and pro-
vides another paradigm for biomanufacturing.

INTRODUCTION

Additive manufacturing, such as microextrusion-based 3D bioprinting (Murphy and Atala, 2014; Shang

et al., 2019), has developed into a prevalent technology in tissue engineering (Yu et al., 2018a, 2018b;

Woodfield et al., 2004), regenerative medicine (Malda et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2018a, 2018b), and organ-

on-a-chip-based precision medicine (Yi et al., 2019; Lee and Cho, 2016). During printing, the extruded

fibers are usually shaped after being extruded from the nozzle. Microextrusion of online-shaped fibers,

i.e., shaped in the flowing channel, overcomes the post-extrusion deformation and eliminates the depen-

dence on printing supports (Bhattacharjee et al., 2015; Hinton et al., 2015; Ouyang et al., 2017). Gelatin is an

extensively used biomaterial, shares comparable chemical compositions as collagen (Zeugolis et al., 2008;

Elzoghby et al., 2012), and is endowed with appropriate biodegradability (Li et al., 2014) and mechano-

regulation properties. It is also engineerable and low cost (Huang et al., 2009) and, therefore, becomes

an ideal selection for scaled-up manufacturing of scaffolds for in vitro cell growth and implantation.

However, additional cross-linking shall be introduced to strengthen the thermal stability of gelatin at phys-

iological conditions. Photo-cross-linking is effective to generate shaped fibers with enhanced thermosta-

bility during micro-extrusion (Ouyang et al., 2017), but it is potentially harmful to encapsulated cells (Nosh-

adi et al., 2017) and requires chemical functionalization of native gelatin with reactive chemical groups, e.g.,

methacrylate (Nichol et al., 2010). Chemical cross-linking using glutaraldehyde is fast and effective to

improve thermostability (Migneault et al., 2004), but the cross-linking agent is cytotoxic (Mi et al., 2006).

Transglutaminase (TG)-catalyzed cross-linking is easy to operate, by simply mixing the enzyme with the

native gelatin (Kolesky et al., 2016; Da Silva et al., 2014). Cross-linking proceeds with the inter-chain

bonding (Cordella-Miele et al., 1990) at mild conditions, which almost has no damage to cells. However,

it is challenging to shape gelatin via online cross-linking due to the slow reaction dynamics of gelatin

and TG (Sakamoto et al., 1994). The incubation is required to be prolonged, for example, to nearly

10 min to accomplish the sol-gel transition. Long incubation of moving fluids in microchannel accumulates

the hydraulic resistance (Oh et al., 2012), which often leads to the occurrence of channel clogging.

Another concern that cannot be surpassed in microextrusion is the shear stress in the flow volume, as a nat-

ural consequence of viscous fluid flows with a velocity gradient with their neighboring layers and friction

with the channel boundaries (Yang et al., 2018). Newtonian fluids flow in microchannels are known to be
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confined by the channel boundaries, where the fluid layer immediately adjacent to the channel walls is not

moving. The fluid in the channel core possesses the maximum velocity within a cross-section. Therefore,

from the core to the boundary, a velocity gradient forms, generating local shear stress that correlates lin-

early with the velocity gradient and the fluid viscosity (Eskin, 2017). Shear stress, comprising in-plane shear

and extensional strain components, can be taken advantage of to accelerate substance mixing (Zhao et al.,

2015), but it is proven highly detrimental to encapsulated cells when exceeding certain levels (Brouzes

et al., 2009). Therefore, reducing the shear stress levels in moving microfluids by rational design of fluid

actuation has been under exploration and remains to be overcome in the academies of both microfluidics

and 3D bioprinting (Saunders et al., 2008).

To tackle these problems, we designed a fluidic reaction system in a single peristaltic pump comprising

multiple pumping channels. It was expected to overcome the hydraulic resistance accumulated when mov-

ing in a long tube, as the actuation powers were summed up from multiple or cascade pumping units. But

the reduction on each pumping load, as well as the changes in the fluidic shear environment under different

conditions, must be verified first. In this study, we compared the performance of single pumping and dual

pumping, as a simple presentation of cascade pumping, on generating online-shaped gelatin fibers via the

slow transglutaminase reaction. We simulated the flow and pumping conditions and verified the shear

reduction by adopting the cascade pumping strategy. Afterward, dual pumping was proven advantageous

against single pumping in generating gelatin fibers by avoiding the channel clogging and providing stable

and directional gelatin actuation. Cell encapsulation was also a demonstrated success with a range of cell

types. The shaped fibers were printed in both substrate-supporting and support-free manners, with the fi-

bers shaped online at 25�C, via the simultaneous occurrence of cross-chain binding and peptide assembly,

exhibiting higher tensile strength than fibers gelled at 37�C, via enzymatic cross-chain binding only, or fi-

bers gelled at 25�C in the absence of TG, via peptide assembly only.

RESULTS

Cascade Actuation for Online Synthesis of Gelatin Fibers

The cascade actuation for online gelatin fiber synthesis is sketched in Figure 1. The gelatin (6%, w/v) and

transglutaminase (TG, 60%, w/v) solutions stored separately in two 50-mL centrifuge tubes were connected

to two ports of a plastic T-shape connector via two flexible silicone tubes (inner diameter [ID] = 1.6 mm).

Gelatin was incubated at 37�C to prevent gelation. A long flexible silicone tube (ID = 1.6 mm) was con-

nected to the third port of the connector and then fitted to a channel inside the pump casing (Transparent

methods). The pump withdrew and infused the homogenized solution in a synchronized manner as the

fluids were incompressible. The tube was then fitted to another channel in the pump casing, to

Figure 1. Sketch of Cascade Pumping for Online Gelatin Fiber Synthesis.

The multi-channel peristaltic pump provides consecutive actuation that withdraws and infuses gelatin and TG solutions in

the mixing and reaction tube and drives the directional locomotion of shaping gelatin fibers toward the outlet.
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consecutively withdraw and infuse the fluid. The consecutive pumping effectively overcame the hydraulic

resistance accumulated in a long tube, avoided channel clogging by the gelling fluid. The sol-gel transition

resulted from the enzymatic reaction on gelatin catalyzed by TG and the peptide assembly on gelatin itself

at 25�C. Cascade pumping neutralized or reduced the stress accumulated in each segment rather than

passing it down to the next segment, which, therefore, reduced the overall stress accumulation in the entire

flow system.

The number of cascade pumping unit is unlimited, thus allowing the mixing and reaction tube to be

extended as long as demanded. Therefore, it suits slow reactions to occur in moving fluids in a narrow

tube. For this study, the TG-catalyzed gelatin cross-linking took over 10 min to accomplish at either

25�C or 37�C, characterized by solid fiber formation at the tube outlet. We adopted the design of two

consecutive peristaltic pumpings to provide sufficient actuation to overcome the flow resistance accompa-

nying the fiber shaping in tubes.

A single peristaltic pump comprising 16 channels can, in principle, provide as many as 16 consecutive re-

peats of fluid withdrawal and infusion, by which means actuation for flow reactions taking over a few hours

could be accomplished in a narrow tube. The entire system relies on only one single peristaltic pump. The

production can be scaled up by numbering up the pumpings. Apart from these apparent advantages, we

also speculated that the strategy of segmented actuation benefits cell encapsulation, by providing an

equivalent sum of actuation powers but with significantly reduced shear magnitudes that are proven

among the most detrimental factors to encapsulated cells in biomanufacturing.

Significantly Reduced Shear Magnitudes in Cascade Pumping

Shear stress is an important factor affecting cell viability. We used finite element simulation to investigate

the shear magnitudes in single and cascade pumping, which was represented by dual pumping in this study

(Figures 2A and 2B). Throughout the simulation, the tube length was set as 1 m (Table S1). The pumping

position was set at 0.1 m for the single pumping, and 0.1, 0.5 m, respectively, for the dual pumping, all

in reference to the tube inlet. The length of tube deformation was set constant as 4 cm for both pumpings.

The hydraulic pressure along the tube axis was significantly higher in the first half of the tube, approximately

from 0 to 0.5 m, for the single pumping than for the dual pumping. The pressure in the single pumping con-

dition reached its maximum value at approaching the pumping location and formed a linear decrease pro-

file to the outlet. On the contrary, the maximum pressure in the dual pumping condition, which was even

below half the magnitude as in the former condition, shifted for approximately 0.1 m toward the outlet and

formed a linear decrease profile till approaching the secondary pumping, where a similar profile formed as

its precedent. The pressures in both conditions remained nearly identical in the second half of the tube, i.e.,

from 0.5 to 1 m, when the pressures in both conditions dropped linearly from a certain value to

0 (Figure 2C).

As we set the power supply from both conditions to be identical, the load afforded by each pumping unit

would be different; the single pumping required a higher power supply that equaled the sum supply from

the dual pumping, reflected as a larger degree of tube deformation for the single pumping than for the

dual pumping. Therefore, at the pumping position, the peak flow rate of the single pumping was �1-

fold higher than that of the dual pumping. Apart from the peak values, the flow rates in constant flow in

both conditions remained the same and 1–2 orders of magnitude lower than the peak ones (Figure 2D).

To evaluate the shear environment for cell encapsulation applications, the in-plane and extensional shear

strain rates were estimated from the computed velocity fields. Hydrodynamic stresses act in all three di-

mensions and hence accurate estimation of the shear rate magnitude requires both elongational and shear

strain terms to be accounted for (Kaliviotis et al., 2011):
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(Equation 1)

This total shear rate was calculated after all nine velocity gradients were obtained. In the fluid pumping con-

dition, because the tube was axisymmetric, the z velocity component, w, had the same order of magnitude

as the y velocity component, v, and both components were about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the x

velocity component, u. Therefore, the vector differences between w and v were ignored, and both
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employed the value from v. In the xy plane, there are two shear components, the in-plane shear and the

extensional strain, the rates of which were calculated from ε= vu =vy + vv =vx and h = vu=vx + vv=vy, respec-

tively (Ma et al., 2015).

Both the in-plane shear rate (Figures 2E and 2F) and the extensional strain rate (Figures 2G and 2H) in the

single pumping condition were much higher than in the dual pumping condition at the proximal of the

pumping positions. The maximum values of the in-plane shear and the extensional strain rates were

approximately 885 and 14 s�1 for the single pumping (Figures 2E and 2G), 435 and 6.75 s�1 at the first

pumping position (Figures 2F and 2H), and 458 and 7.02 s�1 (Figure S1) at the second pumping position

for the dual pumping condition. Both shear components in the dual pumping were substantially reduced

than their counterparts in the single pumping. Therefore, cascade pumping might be concluded to mod-

erate the shear environment and benefit gel fibers shaping in narrow tubes when cells are encapsulated.

To further elucidate the advantages of cascade (or dual) pumping for cell encapsulation, the shear rate

magnitudes jg�j at the xy and yz planes of the single and dual pumping were calculated using Equation (1)

(Figures 3A, 3B, and S2). jg�j reached 1,285 s�1 in the xy plane for single pumping (Figure 3A), whereas the

magnitudes topped at 624 and 643 s�1 for the two consecutive pumping positions (Figures 3B and S2A) in

dual pumping. The latter substantially reduced the shear level by splitting the pumping load into two

pumpings. The frequency of shear rates below 100 s�1 showed no obvious difference between the single

and dual pumping conditions. At higher rates, e.g., above 100 s�1 but smaller than 600 s�1, the dual pump-

ing condition gained higher frequency than the single pumping, but it topped at near 600 s�1; contrarily,

Figure 2. Flow and Shear Rate Comparison between Single and Dual Pumping

(A and B) Sketch of the peristaltic pumping and investigated planes in (A) single pumping and (B) dual pumping.

(C) Pressure distribution of the tubular fluid at y = r/2 along the tube axis. r is the inner radius of the tube.

(D) Flow rate distribution at y = r/2 along the tube axis.

(E and F) Contours of in-plane shear rate of (E) single pumping and (F) dual pumping at the (first) pumping position.

(G and H) Contours of extensional strain of (G) single pumping and (H) dual pumping at the (first) pumping position.
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the single pumping generated higher shear rates that extended to nearly 1,300 s�1. As the higher shear rate

magnitude is known to be substantially more detrimental to cells than the lower ones, the lower frequency

of shear rates in the medium-high region, i.e., from 100 to 600 s�1, is not compensating the harm caused by

even higher rates (Figures 3C and S2B).

The shear rate magnitudes jg�j at the yz plane are shown in Figures 3D, 3E, and S2C. The maximum shear

rate at the yz plane for single pumping was 1,204 s�1. The rates only reached 597 s�1 (at the first pumping

position) and 622 s�1 (at the second pumping position) for dual pumping. The frequency distribution at the

single and dual pumping conditions on the yz plane was profoundly different. The single pumping condi-

tion dominated the frequency distribution of shear rates higher than 600 s�1, whereas the dual pumping

condition only comprised shear rates lower than 600 s�1 (Figure 3F). There was no obvious difference be-

tween the first and second pumping positions (Figure S2D) for the dual pumping.

The shear environment is weakened when using dual pumping to shear the fluid actuation load that would

have been afforded by single pumping. We could also derive that cascade pumping consisting of consec-

utive pumping operations could perform tough tasks, e.g., a longer tube carrying reacting and solidifying

fluids, because cascade pumping could provide more power than single pumping when each hard piece

applied the same amount of force on the driving fluid (Figure S3). It could also ease a task by splitting

the load afforded by a single pumping and, meanwhile, moderate the shear environment for the sub-

stances being pumped.

Shear Rate Comparison by Dual Pumping at Different Distances

To investigate whether the positioning of cascade pumping affects the shear environment, we computed

the flow rates and shear magnitudes at the proximal of the pumping positions at different distances. The

first pumping position for dual pumping was fixed at 0.1 m; the secondary pumping was fixed at 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,

0.5 m, respectively. The fluid pressure distribution from the inlet to the first pumping and from the second-

ary pumping to the outlet remained the same (Figure 4A). The pressure difference was minimized with the

Figure 3. Contours and Shear Rate Frequency Distribution on the xy and yz Planes

(A–C) Contours and shear rate frequency distribution on the xy plane with (A) single pumping, (B) dual pumping at its first

pumping position, and (C) the frequency distribution of shear magnitudes at the two conditions.

(D–F) Contours and shear rate frequency distribution on the yz plane with (D) single pumping, (E) dual pumping at its first

pumping position, and (F) the frequency distribution of shear magnitudes at the two conditions.
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increase of the secondary pumping distance. In other words, the pressure at the secondary pumping po-

sition was maximumwhen it was close to the first pumping (Figure 4A). The peak values and the distribution

of flow rates at all the pumping positions and distances were nearly identical (Figure 4B). The shear rate

magnitudes jg�j on the xy and yz planes were calculated using Equation (1). The shear rates on the xy plane

displayed similar topology, and their maximum values at the secondary pumping position were 670, 658,

648, and 643 s�1, when the distances were fixed at 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 m, sequentially (Figures 4C–4F). The

maximum shear rates on the yz plane at the secondary pumping position were 646, 638, 626, and 622

s�1, respectively. Their frequency distributions showed no obvious difference (Figures S4A and S4B). The

shear rate magnitude jg�j at the fixed first pumping position was computed. At all distances of the second-

ary pumping, the shear environment remained unchanged (Figure S5).

Characterization of the Shaped Gelatin Fibers

The gelatin/TG solution underwent sol-gel transition in the reaction tube and shaped into fibers. Figure 5A

shows that the viscosity of the gelatin/TG solution (25�C) increased first and then decreased till reaching a

plateau with time at constant shear rates. The viscosity decreased with increased shear rates, exhibiting

shear-thinning properties. When increasing the gelatin/TG solution to 37�C, the trend was exactly the

Figure 4. Shear Rate Comparison of Dual Pumping at Different Distances

The first pumping position was fixed at 0.1 m; the second pumping position was fixed at 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 m, respectively.

All distances were referred to the tube inlet.

(A) Pressure distribution of the tubular fluid core, i.e., at y = r/2, along the tube axis, when pumped at different distances.

(B) Flow rate distribution of the fluid core along the tube axis.

(C–F) Contours of shear rates jg�j on the xy plane at the secondary pumping position of different distances: (C) 0.2, (D) 0.3,

(E) 0.4, and (F) 0.5 m.

(G–J) Contours of shear rates on the yz plane at the secondary pumping position of different distances: (G) 0.2, (H) 0.3, (I)

0.4, and (J) 0.5 m.
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same, including the appearance of the shear-thinning properties (Figure 5B). But when shearing the gelatin

solution (25�C) at 10 s�1, it remained at extremely low viscosity for 9 min (Figure 5C) and failed to reach a

constant level within 1 h constant shearing (Figure S6), owing to the slow dynamics of gelatin gelation via

peptide assembly at 25�C. While comparing gelatin/TG solution at 25�C and 37�C at the shear rate of 10

s�1, the viscosity of gelatin/TG solution (25�C) was lower than gelatin/TG solution (37�C) (Figure 5C), which

was attributed to the accelerated TG cross-linking reaction at elevated temperatures. It also suggested

that flowing gelatin/TG solution at 25�C overcame less hydraulic resistance and experienced less shear

than flowing at 37�C.

The gelatin solution then was cross-linked by the gradual enzymatic reaction in the shaping tubing and

formed a fiber before approaching the nozzle and being extruded. The fibers can be arranged in designed

patterns by simply ‘‘writing’’ in the supportingmedia or in substrate-freemanners, such as spiral (Figure 5D),

cross-shaped (Figure 5F), and zigzag (Figure 5G) patterns in a Petri dish. The fibers and patterns remained

highly stable while immersed in PBS (Figure 5E) or DMEM (Figure 5H) for 24 h. The diameters of gelatin fiber

were measured before and after 24 h in deionized water (DI water), PBS, and DMEM, respectively. Fibers in

all conditions became narrowed by 38.46%, 22.83%, and 23.32%, in DI water, PBS, and DMEM, respectively,

suggesting that the incubation condition and medium influence the fiber morphology (Figure S7). Howev-

er, in all conditions, the fibrous shapes and organizations were maintained.

Figure 5. Characterization of the Gelatin/TG Mixed Solution and the Shaped Gelatin Fibers

(A and B) Time-dependent viscosity of 5% (w/v) gelatin solution, containing the saturated TG solution, at the shear rates of 5, 10, 15 s�1 at (A) 25�C and (B)

37�C.
(C) Time-dependent viscosity of 5% (w/v) gelatin/TG solutions at 25�C and 30�C and the 5% (w/v) gelatin-only solution at 25�C, sheared at the rate of 10 s�1.

The measurement started at the time point of mixing gelatin and TG.

(D) Spiral patterning of a single gelatin fiber (1 m long).

(E) The fibers were immersed in PBS buffer for 24 h.

(F) The fibers were written in cross-shapes.

(G) The fibers were written in a zigzag pattern.

(H) The fibers were immersed in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) for 24 h

(I and J) The fibers were patterned in orthogonal orders (I) with the ends anchored on a cylinder and (J) to plastic plates.

(K) The fibers were patterned without substrate support. Scale bars in all panels: 1 cm.
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The fibers were also twined on a cylindrical support, with tailorable intervals and retained strains (Figure 5I),

and orderly patterned with retained strains in substrate-freemanners, with only the ends being anchored to

solid supports (Figures 5J and 5K, and Video S1).

The online fiber shaping eliminates the dependence of printing slow-cross-linking soft bio-scaffolds on

solid supports or granular medium (Ouyang et al., 2017).

Materials and SEM Characterization of Gelatin/TG Gel

After the three groups of gelatin solutions transformed into hydrogels, it was found that these all showed

shear thinning properties while increasing the shear rate from 0.1 to 10 s�1 (Figure 6A). For storage and loss

modulus of these three kinds of hydrogel, the cross points of G0 (the storage modulus) and G00 (the loss

modulus) were constant while increasing the shear rate from 0.1 to 15 s�1 (Figure 6B).

The compressive modulus of 5% (w/v) gelatin/TG hydrogel (25�C) reached 160 kPa and nearly 80% strain

before failure, whereas the 5% gelatin/TG hydrogel (37�C) failed at 60 kPa and 60% strain (Figure 6C).

The 5% gelatin gel (25�C) showed the lowest compressive modulus (10 kPa) and failure strain (55%). For ten-

sile tests, the strain of gelatin/TG fiber (25�C) reached 1.4 and the tensile module was nearly 50 kPa (Fig-

ure 6D). But on increasing the temperature from 25�C to 37�C, the strain decreased by 35.7% and the ten-

sile modulus decreased by 70%. The 5% gelatin (25�C) fiber exhibited the lowest failure strain and tensile

modulus. It was proven that the mechanical properties of 5% gelatin/TG hydrogel (25�C) was significantly
improved than the 5% gelatin/TG hydrogel (37�C) and 5% gelatin hydrogel (25�C). It implies that the simul-

taneous physical cross-linking via peptide assembly and enzymatic cross-linking via cross-peptide covalent

bonding formation enhanced the elasticity of gelatin fibers, compared with fibers gelled by either one of

the cross-linking mechanisms.

A 5% gelatin/TG (25�C) fiber was immersed in DMEM for 1 week. Microfibers emerged and aligned along

the fiber axis, as shown in the SEM images (Figures 6E and 6F). The pore size was slightly enlarged than the

fresh fibers, i.e., non-immersed or incubated in DMEM (Figures 6F and S8A). The hydration incubation

Figure 6. Rheology and Morphology (SEM) Characterization of Gelatin Gels under Different Conditions It

compares the 5% (w/v) gelatin/TG gelled at 25�C and 37�C, respectively, and the 5% (w/v) gelatin only gelled at

25�C
(A) The apparent viscosity of the three gels with increased shear rates.

(B) The apparent storage moduli (G0) and loss moduli (G00) of the three gels with increased shear rates.

(C) The compressive stress-strain curves of the three gels.

(D) The tensile stress-strain curves of the three gels.

(E and F) SEM images of a 5% (w/v) gelatin/TG fiber gelled at 25�C and immersed in DMEM medium for 1 week, imaged

from the (E) longitudinal and (F) transverse directions. Gel shapes: (A, B, C) molded bulk gels; (D) gel fibers.
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enlarging porosity was further verified by comparing the fresh and 24-h-incubated 5% gelatin/TG gel in PBS

(Figures S8A and S8C). For 5% gelatin/TG (37�C) fibers, the pore sizes were significantly larger than the 5%

gelatin/TG (25�C) fibers (Figures S8A and S8B). The enhanced elasticity and strength of the 5% gelatin/TG

(25�C) might be attributed to the increased density and uniformity of smaller pores.

Cell Encapsulation with High Viability Retention

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), NIH3T3cells, and C2C12 skeletal muscle cells were used

to evaluate the cell retention ability of gelatin fibers as anisotropic bio-scaffolds. The cells were first sus-

pended in the gelatin solution at a seeding density of 3.03106 cells per mL before being loaded in the car-

tridge. The fiber synthesis followed the procedures as the synthesis of acellular fibers. Figure 7 shows the

cells being encapsulated in the fibers at day 1, day 4, and day 7. The live (green) staining shows the high cell

viability retention at both post-encapsulation and 1 week in culture. Figure S9 shows the live cells are domi-

nant over the dead cells in counts. The results indicated that enzymatic cross-linking, together with the

peptide assembly, endowed gelatin the thermal and structural stability and the supreme elasticity and

cytocompatibility.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we present an online gel fiber shaping system specialized for slow cross-linking reaction

rendered gelation. The production is not limited to gelatin. The multi-phase fluid flow is modulated by a

Figure 7. Cell Encapsulation with High Viability Retention

Cultured gelatin/TG fibers with C2C12, NIH3T3, HUVEC cells for 1 day, 4 days, and 1 week formed at 25�C under dual

pumping. Cells were stained with Calcein AM and PI, indicating the live and dead cells. The dead cells were rare and

invisible (also shown in Figure S9). Scale bars in all panels: 200 mm.
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single peristaltic pump comprising multi-channels. Our simulation study verifies that cascade pumping is

efficient to moderate the environment in fluid volumes moving in confined narrow channels; experimental

studies prove that cascade pumping overcomes the channel clogging issue resulting from the accumula-

tion of hydrodynamic resistance, which is often seen in the long flow of viscous fluids or gelling fluids in bio-

manufacturing. One additional pumping unit reduces the maximum shear rate by over 1-fold as in the sin-

gle pumping module, without sacrificing the online fiber production efficiency or increasing the setup

complexity, as both single and cascade pumping are performed in a single peristaltic pump. The system

overcomes the increased hydraulic resistance accompanying the prolonged incubation to compromise

slow cross-linking reactions and avoids channel clogging. Eventually, it is proven that cells can be encap-

sulated in gelatin fibers with high viability retention. Moreover, the production modules could be

numbered up, thus scaling up the production. For example, in a pump comprising 16 channels, 8 produc-

tion modules can run in parallel. The online fiber shaping eliminates the dependence on solid substrates or

granular medium to assist fiber shaping and stabilize fibrous patterns after extrusion. It broadens the appli-

cation of 3D bioprinting, particularly, extending the microextrusion-based tissue engineering to in situ

printing, where the recipient volume is mostly irregular and sometimes requires contactless assembly or

residual strain after printing.

We did observe that, under single pumping, the flow was clogged, which was among the motivations for

this innovation. After clogging, we managed to manually extrude the cell-laden fibers shaped in tubes and

found that cells were recovered with lower viability and the fibers failed to retain their shapes (Figure S10).

Notably, the enzymatic cross-linking conducted at room temperature (e.g., 25�C) generates stronger

gelatin fibers exhibiting larger failure stress and strain than fibers cross-linked at 37�C. At 25�C, the gelatin

gelation proceeds via the peptide assembly modulated by thermal energy and the inter-peptide cross-link-

ing induced by enzyme-catalyzed covalent bonds formation. The dual-cross-linking mechanism is proven

advantageous against the sole cross-linking contributed by TG.

Consequently, the shear stress-reduced fiber shaping system as we designed can be widely used to print

an extensive range of materials and cells. It increases the printing efficiency, reduces the chances of cell

damage, and, meanwhile, is easily adaptable to other hardware modules, such as the locomotors as

widely used in 3D bioprinting. Compared with the existing printing methods, the cascade pumping strat-

egy shows advantages over the microextrusion printing and inkjet printing, in shear rate reduction, cell

viability maintenance, compatibility with substrate-free printing, and reduced cost on the printer setup.

Although the printing resolution is not as comparable with the laser-assisted printing, its cost is signif-

icantly lower and allows printing materials lack of light sensitivity (Table 1). The cascade pumping can

be easily scaled up numbering up the printing channels. It, therefore, offers another paradigm for cell

and tissue printing and promises to contribute to the development of precision and regenerative

medicine.

Limitations of the Study

Of course, there are limitations in the current system. First, it is difficult to precisely quantify the dual-phase

mixing in the shaping tube. The volume ratio of fluids can be coarsely tailored to be withdrawn and infused

Type Cascade Pumping

Printing

Microextrusion

Printing

Laser-Assisted

Printing

Inkjet

Printing

Shear rate

reduction

+++ + +++ ++

Cell viability +++ ++ +++ +++

Substrate-free

printing

+++ + +++ +

Printing resolution + + +++ +

Printing cost + ++ +++ +

Table 1. Comparison of Cascade Pumping and the Existing Printing Techniques

Low efficacy (+), moderate efficacy (++), high efficacy (+++).
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into the mixing tube, by adjusting the hydrodynamic resistances of individual fluids. It can be done by

choosing the sizes and lengths of the conducting tubes. However, this method is insufficient for precision

fluid manipulation, especially when the fluids are distinctively different in viscosity. For example, gelatin is

much more viscous than the TG solution, and its viscosity changes with temperature. It could be solved by

using the combination of microfluidics pumps that infuse gelatin and TG solutions at precisely defined flow

rates.

Second, it remains a challenge to produce fine fibers, e.g., smaller than 100 mm in diameter, as the hydraulic

resistance increases following the power law of four with the decrease in the channel diameter. Third, peri-

staltic pump only works on tubes that are pliable to compression forces. But these materials are not guar-

anteed chemo-resistant and thermostable as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubes. But PTFE tubes are not

as pliable to external forces. A good material satisfying the pumping requirement but meanwhile possess-

ing the thermal and chemical stability is highly demanded.

Despite the limitations, we believe this system has translational promises in the production of slow-reac-

tion-rendered gel fibers for online (or in situ) and substrate-free tissue printing, especially for scale-up

manufacturing of artificial organs.
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Supplemental Information  

Supplemental figures 

 

Figure S1. Shear rates of at the second pumping position of dual pumping: (A) in-plane shear 

rate, and (B) extensional strain. Related to Figure 2. 

 

  



 

Figure S2. (A, C) Contours of shear rates and (B, D) their frequency distribution on (A) the xy 

and (C) the yz planes at the second pumping position of dual pumping. Merged frequency 

distribution of shear rate at xy (B) and yz (D) plane of single and dual pumps. Related to 

Figure 3. 

  



 

Figure S3. Pressure distribution along the fluid channel at y = r/2, along the tube axis, r is 

the radius of fluid for single and dual pumping, when applied the same amount of force on 

the driving fluid. Related to Figure 3. 

 

  



 

 

Figure S4. Frequency distribution of shear rates on the xy (A) and yz (B) planes at the 

secondary pumping position. Related to Figure 4. 

 

 

  



 

Figure S5. Contours of shear rates on the xy plane (A-D) and the yz plane (E-H) at the first 

pumping position. (I, J) Frequency distribution of the shear rates on the xy (I) and the yz (J) 

planes at the first pumping position. Related to Figure 4. 

  



 

Figure S6. Time-dependent viscosity of 5% (w/v) gelatin solution at 25 ℃, the shear rate is 

10 s-1. Related to Figure 5. 

  



 

Figure S7. The diameters of gelatin/TG (25 °C) fibers before and after being incubated in DI 

water, PBS, and DMEM, respectively, for 24 h at 37 °C. Related to Figure 5. 

  



 

Figure S8. SEM characterization of freeze-dried 5% (w/v) gelatin/TG hydrogels. (A) A fresh 

(not immersed and incubated in any solution) 5% gelatin/TG fiber gelled at 25 °C. (B) A fresh 

5% gelatin/TG fiber gelled at 37 °C (C) A 5% gelatin/TG fiber gelled at 25 °C and immersed in 

PBS for 24 h before imaging. Related to Figure 6. 

  



 

Figure S9. Merged fluorescence and bright-field microscopic images of cell-laden gelatin/TG 

fibers modulated by dual pumping formed at 25 °C. Fibers were laden with C2C12, NIH3T3, 

HUVEC cells and cultured for 1 day, 4 days and 7 days, respectively. Scale bars were 200 

μm. Related to Figure 7.



 

Figure S10. Fluorescence and bright-field microscopic images of cell-laden gelatin/TG fibers 

modulated by single pumping formed at 25 °C. Fibers were laden with HUVEC and NIH3T3 

cells, they were stained just after being extruded by single pumping. Scale bars were 200 μm. 

Related to Figure 7. 

  



Supplemental tables 

 

Table S1. Parameters used in model simulation set up. Related to Figures 2,3,4. 

Parameter Expression Description 

tube_length 1 [m] The tubing length 

t_on 0.3[ s ] Time when roll is engaged 

t_off 1.2[ s ] Time when roll is disengaged 

dt 0.2[ s ] Time to reach full force 

z0 0.1[ m ] First pump position 

z1 0.5[ m ] Second pump position 

V0 0.03[ m/s ] Vertical velocity of roll 

width 0.01[ m ] Width of Gaussian force distribution 

cycle 1.5[ s ] Total time for a pump cycle 

Fmax 1.8e8[ N/m2 ] Maxload 

 

  



Transparent methods 

Materials 

Gelatin (Type A, 300 bloom from porcine skin) was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (Wisconsin, 

USA). Transglutaminase was purchased from Dongsheng Biotech Co., Ltd (Taixing, China). 

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) was purchased from Amresco (Shanghai, China). Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin-streptomycin, and 

trypsin were purchased from Basal media technologies Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Endothelial 

cell growth medium (EGM) was purchased from Lonza (Germany). Calcein-AM/PI double stain 

kit was purchased from Yeasen Biotech Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). Multi-channel peristaltic 

pump was manufactured by the Lead Fluid Technology Co., Ltd (Hebei, China). Water bath was 

purchased from Shangdao Instrument Manufacturing Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). 

The NIH-3T3 embryonic fibroblast cells and the C2C12 mouse muscle cells were purchased 

from China Center for Type Culture Collection. The HUVEC cells were extracted from three 

human umbilical cords. The cords were washed with PBS buffer twice. The trypsin (without 

EDTA) was injected through the vein and incubated at 37 ℃ for 15 min. The digested cells 

were cultured in EGM. The operation was repeated three times to extract enough cells. 

Model simulation set up  

The peristaltic pump model was set up axisymmetric used the fluid structure interaction model 

in comsol software. The 1 m long silicone tube has an inner radius of 0.8 mm and outer radius 

of 2.4 mm. A time and position dependent force is applied to the outer wall of tube, in the radius 

direction. The simplified force density of Gaussian distribution is applied at the pumping position, 

along the tube. The width of the Gaussian distribution is 1 cm, and it moves along the wall tube 

at a constant speed of 0.03 m/s. To represent the engagement of the roll, the force density, 

multiplied by a smoothed Heaviside function. The tube’s deformation during a full cycle is 1.5 

s. 

The fluid flow is described by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (Eling et al., 2009): 



ρ
𝜕𝐮

𝜕𝑡
− ∇ · 𝜇(∇𝐮 + (∇𝐮)𝑇) + μ𝐮 · ∇𝐮 + ∇𝑝 = 0 

∇ · 𝐮 = 0 

The equations are set up and solved in axial symmetry on a deformed mesh inside the tube. 

The inlet and outlet pressure of tubing are both set as zero.  

The parameters of setting are listed in Table S1. 

Preparation of sample solutions 

The gelatin fiber was synthesized by mixing gelatin with transglutaminase online, where the 

gradual enzymatic reaction occurred with prolonged incubation. The typical procedure was as 

follows: 6% (w/v) gelatin was dissolved in PBS buffer and then heated in an oven at 65 ℃ for 

20 min to obtain a polymer solution. Next, the gelatin solution was kept in the water bath at 37℃ 

to stay as liquid. The gelatin solution was adjusted to pH = 7.0 by using 100 mM NaOH solution. 

Then, 60% (w/v) (TG) powder was dissolved in PBS buffer to obtain the saturated solution. The 

undissolved particles in suspension were removed by passing the solution through a 100 μm 

syringe filter. 

Online extrusion 

The gelatin and TG solution were loaded in two individual 50-mL centrifuge tubes as bio-ink 

cartridges, which were connected to two ports of a plastic T-shape connector via two flexible 

silicone tubes (1.6 mm inner diameter). A flexible tubing was connected to the third port in the 

connector and then fitted to a channel inside the pump casing. Afterward, the multi-channel 

peristatic pump rate was set at 5 r/min to withdraw gelatin and TG solutions. The two solutions 

were merged in the T-junction and thoroughly mixed when flowing along the long downstream 

tubing, where the enzymatic reaction occurred. The tube was then fitted to another channel in 

the pump casing, to consecutively withdraw and infuse the fluid. Then the gelatin solution was 

gelled and shaped into stable fibers when approaching the tubing outlet. The shaped fibers 

were then continuously extruded out of the outlet.  

Rheology test  

Gelatin and gelatin/TG solutions and hydrogels were evaluated by a rotational rheometer 



(MCR302, Anton Paar, Austria). Measuring plate PP08 with a diameter of 8 mm was used in all 

measurements. The 5% (w/v) gelatin/TG (25 and 37 ℃) solutions were tested with viscosity-

time scan in rotational mode at the shear rates of 5, 10, 15 s-1, respectively. The 5% gelatin/TG 

(25 and 37 ℃) and gelatin (25 ℃) hydrogel were tested with viscosity-time scan in rotational 

mode at the shear rate of 10 s-1. The shear stress and viscosity of 5% gelatin/TG (25 and 37 ℃) 

and gelatin (25 ℃) hydrogel were recorded by changing the shear rate from 0.1 to 10 s-1. 

Storage moduli (G’) and loss moduli (G’’) were measured by changing the shear rate from 0.1 

to 30 s-1. Each measurement was repeated for three times. 

Mechanical test 

Mechanical properties of the gelatin hydrogels were performed using a universal testing 

machine (Mini Instron, USA) at room temperature. For compression tests, the gelatin/TG (25 

and 37 ℃) and gelatin (25 ℃) were cured in the cultured dishes for 12 h. Each sample was 

cut into 8mm×10mm×4 mm and was placed between two compression plates and compressed 

at a displacement rate of 4 mm min-1. For tensile tests, the gelatin/TG (25 and 37 ℃) and 

gelatin (25 ℃) hydrogel fibers with of 15 mm long and 1 mm wide were subjected to stretch at 

a strain rate of 10 mm min-1. Each measurement was repeated for three times. 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)   

The surface morphology exploring the structures and pore sizes of different gelatin/TG hydrogel 

constructs was observed using SEM (Hitachi SU8010). The 5% gelatin/TG fibers were 

immersed in DMEM medium for one week or kept in water bath at 25 and 37 ℃ for 24 h 

respectively. All samples were freeze-dried and putter-coated with platinum. 

Cell encapsulation  

The effects of crosslinking, mechanical stretching and compression on cell encapsulation were 

investigated. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC cells) were cultured in endothelial 

cell growth medium (EGM). NIH-3T3 mouse embryonic fibroblast cells and C2C12 mouse 

muscle cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 



10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Afterward, the cells were suspended in gelatin 

solutions, at a density of 3×106 cells mL-1. The cell-laden gelatin fibers were synthesized in 

similar manners as acellular fibers described before. The cell-laden fibers were cultured in the 

corresponding media for each cell types, in a humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2
 

atmosphere. The medium was refreshed every other day.  

Cell viability and imaging 

Cell viability of HUVEC, C2C12 and NIH-3T3 in the cell-laden gelatin fibers was monitored by 

using the live/dead staining method. The double staining kit, Calcein AM (the live staining dye) 

and Propidium Iodide (PI, the dead staining dye), was used to stain live and dead cells in the 

fibers on day 1, day 4, and day 7 after fiber synthesis. The cell-laden fibers were washed three 

times with 1×PBS buffer. After that, they were immersed in 1mL PBS buffers supplemented with 

1 μL 2 mM Calcein AM and 3 μL 1.5 mM PI for 1 h and then were washed three times with 

1×PBS buffer before imaging under a fluorescent microscope (Nikon Elcipse Ts2r). The cell 

viability rate was quantified by counting the number of live (green) and dead (red) cells in the 

images. 

Data processing 

The rheology, mechanical tests, and frequency distribution data were processed using Origin 

software. The tensile tests data was smoothed to eliminate the noises. The frequency 

distribution curves of shear rate on xy plane were fitted using Lorentz function. 
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